CPL Physicians’ inaugural “CMO Working Group Dinner” at the Harvard Faculty
Club
CPL Physicians will be hosting the inaugural CMO Working Group quarterly meeting on Tuesday,
December 12th, 2017 at the Harvard Faculty Club in Cambridge, MA.
This prestigious invitation only event draws together Chief Medical Officers from across life sciences to
discuss relevant issues of the day and to influence the direction of travel of the life sciences
industry. CPL Physicians will publish summary conclusions from the discussion at this event in the
coming months. The CMO Working Group will be the first of a long-term series of events design to
provide a greater voice to senior Physicians in the pharmaceutical industry.
These events will be held in conjunction with CPL Physicians’ UK sister business Only Medics and will
take the form of a quarterly dinner or breakfast discussion in the Boston area in the US and London in
the UK.
We hope the Working Group will become an influential body to change the direction of travel of our
industry, but it will also provide an informal setting where CMOs can network and build useful contacts
to enhance their profile and gain important industry insights. The events will largely take the discussion
format but will occasionally feature guest speakers from bio-pharma, life science investors and
regulators.

About CPL Physicians
CPL Physicians was established in the US to meet a market need for specialist medical recruitment in the
pharmaceutical, biotechnology and healthcare sectors. We are subject matter experts in the
recruitment of Pharmaceutical Physicians and typically we work within Medical Affairs,
Pharmacovigilance, R&D and Regulatory Affairs.

CPL Physicians is a specialist business focussed on providing pharmaceutical physicians in North
America but with our sister company in the UK and EU, Only Medics, we have a truly global
reach. We are actively recruiting for physicians in Europe, US, Canada, South America, Asia
Pacific and other emerging markets and can assist candidates and clients in any of these
locations.
Quotes
Stuart Gilboy Managing Director of CPL Physicians comments “It’s important that senior
Physicians have an informal forum that allows open discussion around the many challenges
facing an ever-changing industry. CPL physicians can bring together the thoughts of Pharma
Physicians across 2 continents and our CMO Working Group in Boston will be informed by similar
forum in the UK”
Yvette Cleland CEO of The Clinical Professionals Group comments “CPL Physicians is a core
brand within our portfolio of specialist functions in life sciences. I am delighted to be travelling
to Boston for our inaugural US Chief Medical Officer (CMO) meeting and sharing the views and
challenges we have identified in Europe through our forum and summits in the UK and Europe.”
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